
 

 

 

Smiley Face Tricks  

 

DIRECTIONS 
1. Link to the learning activities in the column labeled “Read / Watch / Learn ” 
2. Complete the activities using the Smiley Face Answer Document.   

a. Type / paste your responses in the column labeled “Your Task” 
3. Upload to TIIC 

 

Smiley Face Trick Read / Watch / Learn Your Task 

Hyphenated Modifier 

 
Examples 

BEFORE:  I will be a college freshman next year. 

 
YOUR TURN:  Revise this sentence to include a 4-or-more-word 
hyphenated modifier  (I will be a ___-___-___-___ college freshman.)  

Repetition for Effect  

 

YOUR TURN: Use repetition for effect to modify this sentence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://am003.k12.sd.us/Moege%20files/overcoming%20challenges/smiley%20face%20tricks/Hyphenated%20Modifiers%20def.pdf


Magic 3 

 
EXAMPLE: 
"She blinked her blue-green eyes, chewed on a lacquered nail and 
frowned at the interviewer.” 
 

EXAMPLE: 
"I'm afraid to jump," said one chicken. 
"Oh, " said the others. 
"Me too." 
"Me three." 
"Me four." 
"What if we can't jump that far?" 
"What if we fall in a ditch?" 
"What if we get sucked into the mud?" 
 
The chickens tutted, putted, and flutted. They butted into 
themselves and each other until... (Helakoski) 

1. YOUR TURN:  Write a sentence that includes a Magic 3 (3 verbs). 

 

2. YOUR TURN:  Write a sentence that includes a Magic 3 (3 phrases). 

 

Alliteration Read 
Watch 

Watch the clip -- count the # of times the same 
sound is used 

YOUR TURN:  Write a sentence that includes alliteration.  Topic: your 
favorite restaurant. 

 

https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alliteration
http://safeshare.tv/v/ss57aa64a2b21d8
http://safeshare.tv/v/IQyqx1K495U


Simile Read 
Watch   

YOUR TURN:  Write a simile about your favorite restaurant. 

 

 
 

Metaphor Read 
Watch & identify at least 5 metaphors 

 

YOUR TURN:  Write a metaphor about your favorite restaurant 
 

 
 

Specific 
Details/Imagery 

 
 
Examples 
 

Now write a short story (at least 5-8 sentences) that tells a creative story 
about this picture.  (funny, scary, serious???) 

 

 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simile
http://safeshare.tv/v/ss57aa055756f8b
http://literarydevices.net/metaphor/
http://safeshare.tv/v/ss57aa616942cad
http://literarydevices.net/imagery/


Personification Read 
Watch 

BEFORE:  I scratched my arm on a twig. 
 
 
 

 
AFTER:  Expand this simple sentence by using personification to make it 
more dramatic. 

 
YOUR TURN:  Write your own expanded sentence about this twig by using 
personification; be creative! 

Onomatopoeia Read 
Watch 
Watch (optional) 

Find an example from an advertisement that has 
onomatopoeia.  Copy/paste (cite with URL) 

Pun Read 
Watch 

Find a cartoon that is an example of a pun that you find especially 
‘punny’!  (Must be school appropriate).  Copy/paste  (cite with URL) 

 

https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personification
http://safeshare.tv/v/ss57aa62d65f2e1
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/onomatopoeia
http://safeshare.tv/v/MqSP-YtGWI0
http://safeshare.tv/v/ss57aa6344b2f7c
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/pun
http://safeshare.tv/v/IWOr-Hff3SU

